
HUMAN BEINGS – MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Which of the statements might a humanist be most likely to agree with?

◯ 1a) The universe was created by a god.

◯ 1b) Science has completely explained
the origins of life and the universe.

◯ 1c) We don’t have a complete
explanation for the origins of life and
the universe, but we should continue to
use science to look for a natural
explanation.

◯ 2a) Human beings evolved over millions
of years, but this was all part of a
higher power’s plan.

◯ 2b) Human beings evolved naturally
like all other living things – there is no
grand plan.

◯ 2c) Human beings were created by a
god around 6,000 years ago.

◯ 3a) Human beings are made from
atoms like everything else.

◯ 3b) Human beings have a body and a
soul.

◯ 3c) Human beings are not made from
matter.

◯ 4a) Human beings will live on after we
die in another place.

◯ 4b) This is the one life we have.

◯ 4c) Human beings will return to live
another life on Earth after they die.

◯ 5a) All our capacities evolved naturally.

◯ 5b) All our capacities are a gift from
god.

◯ 5c) All our capacities appeared
suddenly at the same time.

◯ 6a) Human beings should be
worshipped as the greatest living
things.

◯ 6b) Human beings are sinful and selfish.

◯ 6c) Human beings have many negative
features, but also many positive
features we can celebrate.

◯ 7a) Human beings have caused nothing
but harm.

◯ 7b) Human beings have the potential to
make the world a better place.

◯ 7c) Human beings can’t change
anything.
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HUMAN BEINGS – MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Answers

1) C
2) B
3) A
4) B
5) A
6) C
7) B
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